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Re-reading the above paper we found (Sz. Pásztor 1987, private communication) an unfortunate mistake. An exponent of 3/2 is missing from the denominators of the integrands in equations (8) and (13). These equations should read

\[
E_2(y) = E_{2a}(y) + \frac{\beta}{2} \int_0^b \frac{y}{(z^2 + y^2)^{3/2}} \, dz
+ (b - y) \int_0^b \frac{z}{(z^2 + (b - y)^2)^{3/2}} \, dz
\]

\[
E_3(z) = E_{3a}(z) + \frac{\beta}{2} \int_0^b \frac{y}{(y^2 + z^2)^{3/2}} \, dy
+ \frac{1}{2} \int_0^b \frac{1}{(b^2 + (z - \zeta)^2)^{3/2}} \, d\zeta
\]

\[
E_4(z) = E_{4a}(z) + \frac{\beta}{2} \int_0^b \frac{y}{((b - y)^2 + z^2)^{3/2}} \, dy
+ \frac{1}{2} \int_0^b \frac{1}{(b^2 + (z - \zeta)^2)^{3/2}} \, d\zeta
\]

and

\[
E_1(\eta) = E_{1a}(\eta) + \frac{\beta}{2} \eta \sin^2 2\alpha \int_0^b \frac{\zeta}{(\eta^2 + \zeta^2 + 2\eta\zeta \cos 2\alpha)^{3/2}} \, d\zeta
\]

\[
E_2(\zeta) = E_{2a}(\zeta) + \frac{\beta}{2} \zeta \sin^2 2\alpha \int_0^b \frac{\eta}{(\eta^2 + \zeta^2 + 2\eta\zeta \cos 2\alpha)^{3/2}} \, d\eta
\]


Table 4 headings on page 1023 of the above paper should be changed as follows: working down the table: Change 'APAR/L0' to 'LAI/cos Z2 or LAI/cos Z1'; change 'LAI/cos Z2' to 'APARZ2'; change 'LAI/cos Z1' to 'APARZ1 at (PV1 cos Z1/cos Z2)'; and change 'LAI/cos Z2' to 'APARZ1 at (PV1Z1)'.